
Good morning Traders!

What a difference today's pre-market tone vs yesterday's tone.

Yesterday's price action was impressively bullish after being down over 3% intraday, rallying back up

to end the day positively. Which a lot of traders held long overnight.

Great, that's the action, that's what happened. Our job is to focus on the reaction to that action, that's

what will give us the edge. And as it seems right now folks, the reaction isn't what you'd want to see

in a bullish tape.

Yes it's only pre-market and we have a whole day to go, but so far this sin't encouraging for the bull

case.



We are 50% down (ciao Signor Fibonacci) from yesterday's high. This can certainly be simply stops

getting ran from those who held long overnight, as I'm sure there were many nervous longs.

Normally I'm not too concerned with earnings or Fed meetings, except this earnings week and this

Fed meeting.

It seems the equity markets are trying to make a point about rate hikes and balance sheet easing. If

the Fed comes in just as hawkish (or more so) then we might see things deteriorate faster. But to be

fair, who knows, that's not anything I will be trading on.

Yesterday I pointed out the October lows of 4260 and the 4226.25 yearly pivot (halfway between

2021 lows and highs) as key levels to watch out for. Intraday we did see strength step in around the

4260 level, but that eventually failed and we took off lower to get below the pivot, bottoming at

4212.75.

You can clearly see by the tails on these candles, that support kicked in at 4260 and certainly around

the pivot. They tried to push it lower but maybe the PPT (Plunge Protection Team) has been called

back in to service? Where's the ZeroHedge Tweets about them, did they give up on that?



The open should be weak, as option traders who held over night will likely stop out given the indices

are gapped down 1.5%-2% currently.

Most options don't trade 22 hours a day, they only trade during the regular NYSE hours, so the open

could be violent.

If you are short, and a bit squeamish, that would be a good place to take profits. I imagine the

premium on puts at the open might spike.

How we trade after that is the reaction that we'll be focusing on.



If futures get above yesterday's high that should run the shorts stops and would indicate a lot more

strength as a single day rally in a bear trend, though quite strong, is not abnormal bearish behavior.

Overnight Highs are 4406.75

Overnight Lows are 4328.75

Globex Lows are 4319

If markets go lower 4313 is the 50% retracement of yesterdays move and should show some

support there.



4275 is the POC or where the most amount of volume was traded on $ES yesterday, so that will be

quite important as yesterday was one of the largest volume days (or the largest?) in $SPY history.

BItcoin is showing a lot more strength than equities, for the first time in a few months, holding nicely

(though it did spike below) at that 50% retracement from March 2020 lows to November 2021 highs

Finally keeping an eye on yesterdays lows at 4212.75 area, if that breaks, that's the last of the

aggressive bulls stops.

Remember 61.8% is around that 29,000 level, which also happens to be the June 2021 low.

We have one of, if not the, biggest name in the $SPX reporting earnings tonight, $MSFT.

Yesterday Mr. Softie was down over 6% intraday before rallying all the way back to +1.18%, so that's

like a 7% move in a single day, for a Trillion+ dollar company.

And of course the FOMC meeting is Wednesday, I don't expect anything but volatility before and

after the meeting.

Keep position sizes smaller than normal!

In currencies, the Yen and USD pairs were interesting, I took the FBO long on $USDJPY which

hasn't moved and I might take off the position going into FOMC as this pair will likely react the most

to the decision.

$NZDJPY continues to trend lower, I've trailed my stop down to 76.610 (Global Prime) level as a

FVBO long would trigger at that level, and yes we are in neutral territory, so FVBO's work quite well.



Happy Trading, Team!
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